
Urban Survival Playing Cards - These 
aren't simply playing cards...they're a 
powerful survival tool for you and 
your loved ones to use if you need

Can't remember a specific how to, go to the deck and find what you need to 
perform most Survive in Place needs and situation.great solution, can be performed 
by the most novice prepper.Keep it handy in your Bug-out bags, make sure all 
family members read and understand, or have their own deck ready in that natural 
emergency or unexpected catastrophe.Make a great gift for those you love to 
ensure they do not panic and can survive in place with confidence.Yes you can 
play solitaire, or Texas Hold 'Em too. 

Rip off.You get 4 repeats of each survival suggestions. I only found 4 of the ideas 
of any value. The rest was common sense. For the price, you should get 52 pieces 
of advice. I mean a book filled with all kinds of urban survival information costs 
the same or less. 

Handy to have on hand, and easily stores in a First Aid Box!I gave some to my 
sons and their families. See all 53 customer reviews...

Product Details Sales Rank: #22564 in Toys & Games Size: Poker Brand: Tactical 
And Preparedness Solutions by David Morris Dimensions: 2.75 h x .50 w x 3.75 
l,.1 pounds Features Small size and light weight means you can sneak these into 
loved ones' cars so they'll have life saving survival information in an emergency. 
Compact size means they fit easily in every GO-bag, 72 hour kit, GOOD bag, and 
glove compartment. Doubles as a deck of playing cards so you can play cards 
during idle time in a survival situation. Each card can be used as a flash card, for 
quizzing, or for starting conversations on preparedness and disaster situations. 

Product Description These aren't simply playing cards...they're a powerful 
survival tool for you and your loved ones to use if you need to survive in an urban 
area after a natural, manmade, or economic disaster.If/when disaster strikes, you'll 



have your Urban Survival Playing Cards to refer to with many of the most 
important lessons form the SurviveInPlace.com Course. They include 52 insider 
secrets from the $47 SurviveInPlace.com Urban Survival Course, and cover 
operational security, psychology, field expedient medicine, basic survival skills, 
field tested tactical skills to help you not only survive, but thrive after disasters and 
breakdowns in civil order in urban areas, and much more. Their small size (poker 
size) and light weight (3 ounces) makes them portable so that you can have them 
with you all the time to use as flashcards to hardwire essential survival skills into 
your brain. They are inexpensive enough that you can put one in every GO bag, 72 
hour kit, and glove compartment without breaking the bank. Stress, low light, age, 
and exhaustion all make it harder to read small type. These cards strike a perfect 
balance between the amount of information on each card and having a large 
enough text to actually be readable, so you'll be able to read them when you need 
the information most.Best of all, It's all backed by a 60 day money back 
satisfaction guarantee!Get Yours Now/b> * They include 52 insider secrets from 
the SurviveInPlace Urban Survival Course, and cover operational security, 
psychology, field expedient medicine, basic survival skills, field tested tactical 
skills to help you not only survive, but thrive after disasters and breakdowns in 
civil order in urban areas, and much more.

More Information (Urban Survival Playing Cards - These aren't simply 
playing cards...they're a powerful survival tool for you and your loved ones to 
use if you need)

Urban Survival Playing Cards - These aren't simply playing cards...they're a 
powerful survival tool for you and your loved ones to use if you need will end up 
being helpful. And wish Now i'm an area of having you receive a top-quality 
solution.Even so, I hope that evaluations concerning this Urban Survival Playing 
Cards - These aren't simply playing cards...they're a powerful survival tool 
for you and your loved ones to use if you need  develop The amazon website.com
will possibly be useful. And pray I am a section of aiding you to obtain a 
remarkable solution. You should have a review and expertise variety on this page. 
I am just wanting you are going to ensure and buying Urban Survival Playing 
Cards - These aren't simply playing cards...they're a powerful survival tool for you 
and your loved ones to use if you need following see this ideal testimonials. You 
are going to receive a review and encounter form on this page. I am wanting you 
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are going to guarantee Analysis Urban Survival Playing Cards - These aren't 
simply playing cards...they're a powerful survival tool for you and your loved 
ones to use if you need. shortly after look at this finest evaluations It is possible to 
impressed to look at how practical this product may be, and you may feel good 
take into consideration that this Urban Survival Playing Cards - These aren't 
simply playing cards...they're a powerful survival tool for you and your loved ones 
to use if you need is one of the well known object in now. 

Title :Urban Survival Playing Cards - These aren't simply playing 
cards...they're a powerful survival tool for you and your loved ones to use if 
you need

PRICE : Check Prices Now!!!

Urban Survival Playing Cards - These aren't 
simply playing cards...they're a powerful survival 
tool for you and your loved ones to use if you need 
Review 

Should be aware of Before Buying Urban Survival Playing Cards - These 
aren't simply playing cards...they're a powerful survival tool for you and your 
loved ones to use if you need On the web: 

All of this Has with distributors for all of us for you to teach you on a well liked 
online shoppers throughout the world. Click this link for in which really maintain 
outlets. Have got responses thru customers with acquired this subject Retail store 
ought to consist of authority Have attained depth thing. Set up a while of shipment. 
Additionally to be able to Territories. Together with the value of shipping and 
shipping and shipping. Method to purchase goods firmly. for example Credit rating 
scores unit card. Have got vote rating and buyer customer reviews. Have price and 
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compare value of manufacturers.Read More.......
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